




Flute/Clarinet:
-within each section, individual cells are read left to right whenever a cue is given by the 
conductor (one cell per cue).
-a single cue is given to start each cell, after which all further coordination between parts 
(at the dotted lines) is left up to the players.
-if all of the cells within a given section are cued, return to the start of that section and 
loop through the cells again (until the conductor indicates a change of section).
-though pitch and dynamics are fixed; tempi, durations, and exact rhythms are generally left 
up to the performers.  these variable aspects may be altered if/when the cell is played a 
second time.
-section 3 involves a recap of sections 1 and 2, and a "pre-cap" of sections 4 and 5.
-in section 4 the second cell is played twice before the third cell is reached.  separate cues 
will be given.

Piano/Harp/Viola:
-each section's measure of 4/4 is played through once whenever a 4/4 pattern is conducted 
(two pickup beats will always be given).
-tempo will change often and drastically, hence the two pickup beats.
-pitches may be chosen or changed at will, as long as they conform to the range listed at the 
start of the measure.
-precise placement and rhythms of notes within a beat may be chosen and changed, though 
the general contour and placement must somewhat match the notation.

Cello/Bass:
-the low strings play uninterrupted throughout the entire piece
-make bow changes as unnoticeable as possible
-muted and pp throughout
-no vibrato throughout
-begin the piece on F when the cue for section one is given
-each section has a central pitch (highlighted in the score) which is indicated by the 
conductor's fist gesture.  microtonal inflections above and below are indicated by either an 
upwards or downwards point.  these three gestures arrive in pairs (one for each 
instrument)
-cellos should play the entire piece on the C string, while basses should use the D string 
(with the last note being open).
-everything should be connected by glissando






















